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How many times have your students asked you, “When will I ever use this stuff?”   Of 
course you know that most students don’t actually need to know the quadratic equation 
or how to diagram a sentence to get a job.  So, then, what do students need to know?  
It’s a difficult question with no simple answer.  Still it is important to remember that we 
need to continue teaching quadratic equations and sentence structure.   

I think we can agree that the main reason children go to school is to prepare for their 
future including their prospective career.  Unfortunately, it’s difficult to prepare students 
for jobs that may not even exist yet.  It’s more important, therefore, to prepare students 
to be problem solvers and innovators. This means that schools need to teach quadratic 
equations and sentence structure in a way that emphasizes creative thinking and 
provides a deeper understanding through exploration.  This paper looks at how teaching 
creativity in my computer programming class can help prepare students to be future 
problem solvers and innovators. 

Computer programming is actually a creative process.  The best programmers are able 
to use their creative talents in developing computer programs.  First, it takes creativity to 
develop innovative solutions that solve problems.  And, the result of writing programs 
are creative products.  Therefore, it’s doubly important that I instill a sense of creativity 
in my students.   

First, let’s dispel a few myths about creativity.  For instance, many people feel that 
creativity is reserved for a select few who have the innate ability.  But, if you watch 
young children at play, you will see that they love to draw and color and cut and paste 
and build and play made up games.  It isn’t until they get farther into school that they 
lose the ability to be creative.  So, does this mean that it’s possible to teach creativity?  
Well, just like English teachers can help students master the tools of writing, so too can 
teachers help students master the thinking tools of creativity.    

In their book, Sparks of Genius: The Thirteen Thinking Tools of the World’s Most 
Creative People (1999), Robert and Michele Root-Bernstein identify and explore the 
thinking tools of the most influential minds in history.  The authors argue that creativity is 
not something you are born with.  But armed with a tool kit of thinking tools, teachers 
can cultivate a sense of creativity in their students.  These thinking tools are observing, 
imaging, abstracting, recognizing patterns, forming patterns, analogizing, body thinking, 
empathizing, dimensional thinking, modeling, transforming and synthesizing.  Let’s take 
a look at how these thinking tools can transform my computer programming class. 

 



Observing and Imaging 

It has been said that knowledge begins with observation and involves all senses 
including visual, auditory, taste and touch.  With the knowledge of observation, the 
sensory information can be translated into other mediums - in other words, re-imaged.  
The process of gathering information and re-imaging is an important tool of the 
computer programmer.  Observing or focusing attention on a problem is the first step to 
creatively designing a solution.  It is important that programmers be trained to observe 
and gather the important details to completely understanding a problem.  When 
complete, the programmer can re-image the problem in a way that allows him/her to 
design and write the solution to the problem.  Therefore, my students would benefit from 
learning to observe and re-imagine.   

Recognizing and Forming Patterns 

Recognizing and forming patterns begins with observation and is an imaginative skill 
that can be practiced.  There are many patterns found in computer technology.  For 
example, the 1’s and 0’s that instruct the computer what to do are a predictable 
pattern.  Also, colors can be represented as a hexadecimal number or by the amounts 
of Red, Green, and Blue both of which form patterns.  Writing a computer program is a 
process of recognizing and forming patterns.  First, the programmer must see patterns 
in the problem to be solved and be able to re-image the pattern as computer code.   

A major function of any computer program is to process data over and over again using 
a loop.  My Star Shapes Project is an example of practicing pattern formation where 
students form patterns using a star (*) and a “for” loop.  They start out making squares 
or triangles which need two “for” loops, one nested inside the other.  Once students 
understand the pattern, they are challenged to figure out how to make other shapes 
such as a right triangle or parallelogram by manipulating the three elements of the “for” 
loop.  By learning how to create these different shapes, students gained a deeper 
understanding on how the “for” loop works.  And better yet, they also have a lot of fun 
doing it. 

Abstracting and Analogizing 

Abstraction involves the whittling away of elements of an object or concept until you 
arrive at the core concept or essence of that object.  Analogizing is the comparison of 
an object or concept to something totally unrelated.  In teaching, it helps create a bridge 
between a known object or concept and the new or unknown concept that needs to be 
learned.   

Learning to write C# code is analogous to learning a foreign language such as Spanish 
or Chinese. And it can be just as difficult. To speak in a new language, students may 
think it’s as simple as memorizing words and replacing what they say or write with 
these words.  But it isn’t that simple.  And, learning to write C# programs is the same 



way.  Students cannot simply memorize the C# syntax.  They need to deeply 
understand the programming concepts and apply them correctly to write a program that 
accomplishes a task. 

Students sometimes have difficulty remembering how the logical “AND” and “OR” work 
in conditionals and looping.  A good analogy for understanding the logical “AND” and 
“OR” is to compare them to two gates.  The “OR” is like two gates sitting side by side.  It 
doesn’t matter if one or the other or both are open, you can still get through.  The only 
way to keep anyone out is to close both gates.  The “and” is like having the gates sitting 
one before the other.  The only way to get through is if both gates are open.    

Analogies like these help students understand new ideas.  And helping students create 
their own analogies can strengthen a deeper understanding of abstract concepts and 
help them develop the important skills of creativity, innovation and problem-solving. 

Body Thinking and Empathy 

Thinking with the body is the sensation of muscle activity in the body called 
proprioception and empathy is the act of seeing a situation through someone else’s 
eyes.  One type of body thinking is the physical sensation you get when you experience 
an unresolved problem.  I certainly see the physical changes in the expressions on the 
faces of my students when I assign a difficult project.  I also see the difference in their 
expressions when they finally complete the project.  Some students get so excited that 
they can’t wait to show me what they created.  

Another type of body thinking is muscle memory.  This happens when specific muscles 
are trained over and over again until they become an extension of the self.  Young 
musicians practice playing a new instrument by working the muscles in their face, arms 
and fingers and they practice fingering and scales until the muscle memory takes over.  
Touch typing is typing without looking for the right keys and is an example of 
muscle memory.  Just like learning to drive a car, touch typing allows programmers to 
spend less thought on typing and more time concentrating on writing their program.  

Dimensional Thinking and Modeling 

We live in a three dimensional world but representing concepts and ideas in two 
dimensions can be difficult for students.  Dimensional thinking is another way of thinking 
creatively that concerns how something occupies space and considers both size and 
time.  Changing the size or scale of an object or concept can have a tremendous effect 
on how it works.  Scale is also an important consideration in developing information 
systems. 

Scalability is the ability of an electronic processing system or network to handle a 
growing amount of work and is an extremely important consideration in application 
systems design.  After all, an application system would not be valuable to any business 



if it fails the first time the number of users or data input increases as the business 
grows.  Additionally, the programs my students write as assignments for my class are 
tiny compared to the programs they will write as a software developer.  And not only will 
their programs be larger but they will need to fit into a larger system of programs.  So 
understanding size or scale is important to a software developer. 

Related to dimensional thinking is modeling which involves the representation of an idea 
or concept so that it can be better visualized or understood. There are several ways that 
programmers model their programs including flowcharts and pseudo-code.  A flow chart 
is a graphical or symbolic representation of a process. Each step in the process is 
represented by a different symbol and contains a short description of the process step. The 
flow chart symbols are linked together with arrows showing the process flow direction. 

Playing and Transforming 

Playing provides a fun and risk-free means of exploring and learning through things like 
games, rules, toys and puzzles.  Play transforms knowledge and builds understanding 
of new ideas.  Piaget suggested that practice play can enhance skills, symbolic play 
fosters creative tools such as analogizing and modeling, and finally, game playing 
teaches how to play within the rules and even break rules.  I consider all of these skills 
to be an important part of a good programmer. 

Believe it or not, play is a big part of my classroom.  To begin with, many of my students 
become interested in computer programming by playing video games.  And because of 
this, many of the projects I assign include some aspect of a game.  Not only are games 
fun to make, but they have rules and logic that make good projects for computer 
programming. 

I also encourage my students to play while they are learning new programming 
concepts.  I believe they learn better by exploring different ways of using the coding 
concept they are studying.  My favorite questions from my students begin with, “How do 
I…..?”  Sometimes I can show them what they want to know, but many times I tell them 
to just give it try or research the idea.  I know they are learning how to code when they 
think of something they want to do and figure it out on their own.   

Synthesizing 

The final thinking tool is synthesizing. It involves putting together all of the ways of 
knowing something so that we fully understand a concept.  Finding creative and 
innovative solutions involves multi-disciplinary knowledge to effectively analyze and 
solve a problem.  In education, we should know that students fully understand a concept 
when their feelings, senses, knowledge and experiences come together in a complex 
way of knowing something. 



Summary 

Notice how each of these thinking tools does not change what is taught but how it is 
taught. It emphasizes experiential learning through creativity where students learn 
concepts deeper and how to be innovators and problem solvers in the 21st Century.  
These thirteen tools suggest a way of including creativity in a curriculum.  But, I would 
like to suggest that there are some easy things teachers can do to cultivate and 
embrace creativity as a part of learning.  Classrooms should be a place where students 
feel safe to express novel solutions and ideas. They can design classroom spaces that 
allow for exploration.  And, remember that the one correct answer is still important but to 
allow for multiple approaches to solving the problem.  They can explicitly teach creativity 
along with subject lessons.  The more we teach creativity, the more confident students 
will be in using it and the more students will take ownership in their own learning. 
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